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Better, Faster, Smarter.
With version 33, we’ve redefined routing. Routing is no longer just an origin and a destination 
with a mileage total — it’s a drive time calculation, an ETA prediction, and precise last mile 
directions, all taking into account Hours of Service and real-time roadway conditions. We’ve got 
the tools to help any fleet make routing better, faster, and smarter.

FEATURE SHEET

   Generate realistic ETAs incorporating Hours of 
Service stop durations

    Appropriately plan Hours of Service breaks at 
preferred stop locations along a route

   View fuel pricing and other amenity information 
at stop locations along the route

Smart Route Planning with Hours of Service

Improved ETA calculations and 
drive times by taking into account 
factors such as truck speed limits 

by jurisdiction and average speeds 
on lower class local roads*

Precise last mile routing to over 
9,400 locations, including Truck 
Stops and Distribution Centers, 
that have been pre-defined with 

truck entry and exit gates

In app messages for 
maintenance releases, map 

updates, and other important 
software notifications

   After an address is entered as a stop, PC*MILER 
will recognize as if the address is part of a 
pre-defined Site, and route to the appropriate 
truck entry gate*

Accurate Last Mile Routing to the Right Gate

*Additional licensing may apply



Learn more about our latest features by speaking with one of our dedicated Account Executives: (800) 377-6453, ext. 1

Financing Options Available

TRY IT FREE FOR 15 DAYS
info.pcmiler.com/33

Start a free trial for your fleet at 
mileonapp.com

Network Desktop Install
Robust back office 

software for mileage, 
routing, accounting, 

and operations.  
Ideal for larger fleets 
who require local or 
network installation

Basic Web-Based Version
Routing and reporting 

starting as low as 
$39.95/month per user.  

Ideal for small fleets, owner/
operators, and brokers

Which PC*MILER is right for you? Make life on the road 
a little easier with...

Everyday, drivers face a number of factors 
that can impact their trip, like hours of service, 
traffic congestion, and parking availability. 
With MileOn by PC*MILER, give your drivers 
an app that helps them plan efficiently, drive 
confidently, and maximize time.

Through a TMS or ERP
We partner with the 

leading system providers 
to get PC*MILER features 
and data to customers.  
pcmiler.com/partners

Integration APIs
Integrate features and 
data within third party 

applications.  
Ideal for solution providers 

for fleets with custom desktop 
or web-based solutions

  Boost efficiency an performance

  Alleviate stress

  Increase job satisfaction

  Promote a better work-life balance

  Improve compliance


